Housman William Morris? It was safer to keep away from contro-demurs versial matters; above all, the words German or Germany must not be mentioned. He could not forget nor forgive the loss of his only son. Happily, there were many other things to talk about, I happened to say how puzzling it was, seeing how scientific were the medieval cathedral builders, how fertile and masterly the painters and sculptors, that the medical men and men of science, with their crude theories and practices, should have lagged so far behind the artists. Now this appears to have puzzled Kipling too. Would I mind if he read me something he had written on the subject? and sitting on the sofa he read through one of his admirable short stories, a story about Roger Bacon and his discovery of the microscope. While browsing among his books, I found Tod's Rajasthan) a rare book and highly priced, which I had never been able to afford. After I left, there came a note from Kipling: 1 am sending with this the copy of the "Tod" Rajasthan which we were talking about. It is, as you can see, old and patched—it came out of a house that has been neglected for some time, but I hope it may serve you as a working tool.' A generous gift, indeed, which I prize the more for the giver's sake.
The Provost of the Queen's College, Oxford (of which College Hardy had been an Honorary Fellow), also sat to me; then I wrote to Housman, who at once replied;
My dear Rothenstein,
I have some slight reason to think that you will not capture all your ten, and I feel a suspicion that you want to use me as a decoy: 'the churlish recluse, A, E. Housman, has consented, how can you or anyone refuse?' It is just possible ' that I might be in London one day before the end of the * term, and if so I would let you know.
Yours sincerely,
A. E. HOUSMAN.
Meanwhile, I got into touch with Barrie, who made difficulties about sitting, This was unexpected. I informed Hous-
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